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‘Drawing on insightful readings of a diverse array of films including
Monster, Nadar, La rafle/The Round Up and Zero Dark Thirty, Erhart has
crafted an eminently readable study of how female directors reshape
historical film to make room for women’s perspectives’.

Julianne Pidduck, Associate Professor, Department
of Communication, the University of Montreal and

author of Contemporary Costume Film
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2
Reclaiming Undeserving Women:
Contemporary Female Biopics

A cinematic portrait of a real individual, the biographical film, or biopic,
has been an enduring and popular vehicle for re-created history on-screen.
The biopic initially emerged as an aesthetically predictable and
commercially reliable component within the classical Hollywood studio
system, fashioning contents from fictionalised plots through the vehicle of
studio stars.1 After the demise of the studio system, biopics went into
industrial decline, becoming critically unpopular, disappearing from film
screens, and migrating to television.2 In the 1980s and 1990s, the biopic
underwent a third reinvention to become a prestigious art house genre
with international reach into the cinemas of France, Korea, and India,
among others.3 Present-day audiences now associate the genre with
inventive aesthetics, life writing innovations, issue-oriented subject matter,
and the visible presence of well-known or emergent cinema auteurs.
Significantly for this discussion, the biopic has always had an appeal for
female audiences, with up to one-third of Hollywood studio-era biopics
featuring women in lead roles as entertainers, members of royalty, artists,
doctors, and teachers.4 Although no-one has produced a quantitative
survey of contemporary biopic roles as George Custen did for studio-era
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movies, the form’s importance for female audiences has been pointed out
by numerous scholars writing about movies such as Frida, Marie
Antoinette, Sylvia, Artemisia, The Queen, and many others.5 Perhaps
because of its once denigrated and feminised status, biographical cinema
has proved to be a valuable form for emerging and established women
directors to gain international acclaim and modest box office success.
Margarethe von Trotta, for example, has produced numerous biographical
stories over the course of her 40-year long career, initially with Marianne
and Juliane (1981), then Rosa Luxemburg (1986), and most recently
with Hannah Arendt (2012). Biographical movies have appeared at the
beginning and in later years of Jane Campion’s career, with Angel at my
Table (1990) and most recently Bright Star (2009). Other movie-making
veterans who have explored the genre include Agnieszka Holland (Copying
Beethoven 2006) and Mira Nair (Amelia 2009). High profile biopics such as
Marie Antoinette (2006) and Selma (2014) have brought prestige to then
mid-career directors Sofia Coppola and Ava DuVernay and to cross-over
directors with experience in artistic realms other than film, like
Phyllida Lloyd (The Iron Lady 2011) and Julie Taymor (Frida 2002).
Relative newcomers at the time, Christine Jeffs (Sylvia 2003), Patty Jenkins
(Monster 2003), Alice Winocour (Augustine 2012), Agnès Merlet
(Artemisia 1997) and Mary Harron (I Shot Andy Warhol 1996;
The Notorious Bettie Page 2005) each made use of the form to build up
directing credentials.

In spite of these auspicious factors, women’s innovations directing
biopics have not been taken up much within discussions of women’s
cinema, and most biopic scholars rely on movies by male directors when
they note innovations in the form.6 Women’s roles as biopic subjects have
received a little more attention, forming the subject of Bronwyn
Polaschek’s The Postfeminist Biopic, on movies about canonical figures
from second wave feminism, and occupying a substantial portion of
Dennis Bingham’s Whose Lives are They Anyway?7 However here, too,
there is disagreement about the innovations offered by biopics about
women and the movies’ ability to alter long-held and often restrictive views
of women in the public sphere. For example, Dennis Bingham explains
how biopics about men have grown increasingly complex since the studio-
era celebratory form, featuring a diversity of iterations that include ‘warts-
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and-all’, ‘critical’, ‘parodic’, ‘appropriative’, and ‘neoclassical’. Biopics
about women, he claims, remain ‘intractable’, with women’s lives
continuing to emerge in ‘pathetic’ forms. I am not the first to note this
disparate characterisation in Bingham’s assessments and to voice
disagreement with it. With Bronwyn Polaschek, I too believe biopics
about women are far from intractable. However, Polaschek’s own move to
explore biopics about culturally venerated women leaves unexplored the
popular appeal and cultural function of women in less illustrious positions.
Women’s pathways to fame have always been more circumscribed than
those available to men, and women within most celebrity industries have
faced, and continue to face, pressures to conform well in excess of what
famous men experience.

A number of exciting new biopics about women, in films by women
directors, directly take on the matter of fame in its relation to notoriety and
historical worth. The characters in these movies are all fringe subjects of
some sort, either wholly unknown, famous but widely abhorred, or famous
for their connections to violence or medical aberration. To investigate how
ordinarily undeserving female characters are made relevant, vital, and even
heroic for contemporary feminist audiences, this chapter considers
three movies in detail: Augustine (2012), about the nineteenth-century
hysteria patient Augustine Gleizes, Monster (2003), concerning the
convicted murderer Aileen Wuornos, and The Iron Lady (2011), about the
legendarily unpopular British Prime Minister, Margaret Thatcher.
Recuperating abject, criminal, and unpopular characters for contemporary
audiences requires different filmmaking manoeuvres than are required by,
say, the more straightforwardly lauded historical subjects depicted in
A League of Their Own (discussed in Chapter 1). Directors are using
innovative mechanisms to create important oppositional spaces and to get
audiences into the heads, and seeing through the eyes, of despised and
denigrated women. They bring life to the past by creatively manipulating
time and temporal registers and by giving form to anachronistic visual
and aural story-telling devices. At times they sidestep the lives of
straightforwardly famous, heroic women to tell important stories through
working-class protagonists, as in Suffragette (2015). Through these
mechanisms, a constellation between present and past is established and
stories of dereliction, abuse, and exclusion are fashioned into oppositional
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texts for present-day viewers. As Walter Benjamin might put it, the present
tense in which the movies are seen is refreshed and made revolutionary by
recognising its ‘bond of suffering with the past’.8 As such, the images on
offer in these films are the antithesis of the positive images once sought
by teachers of feminist media.

From Positive Images to Undeserving Subjects:
A Place for Women?

The notion of positive images is a well-established theme in research about
images of women and sub-cultural and/or minority groups. Scholarly
investigations into the perceived positiveness of media representations
were a factor in mid-1970s forms of English-language media criticism, with
a lasting effect on the teaching of media in schools. According to Susan
Wengraf and Linda Artel, the authors of Positive Images: Non-Sexist Films
for Young People, the aim of this approach was principally didactic, to
facilitate ‘young people’s awareness of alternatives to sex-stereotyped
behavior’ and to assist them to ‘recognise the powerful ability of film and
video to present positive role models’.9 The evaluation of media in terms of
their positive or negative effects continues into the present, where such
assessments determine outcomes for institutional awards from civil rights
organisations like the National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People (NAACP) and the Gay and Lesbian Alliance Against
Defamation (GLAAD) and commissioned research such as ‘Where We
Are on TV’, which documents the increased media presence of LGBTQ
(Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Trans and Queer) role models.10 In opposition to
this approach, a strong counter-literature has emerged taking issue with
the assessment of images primarily in terms of positivity. This literature
identified challenges in methodology, definition, and focus, with
contributors pointing out the difficulties in measuring positiveness,
audience engagement, and the relation between positive images and
audience pleasures.11 Biographical expressions of women’s and/or
minority and/or queer lives have been especially vulnerable to expectations
of positivity, though lately there appears to have been a move in LGBTQ
biographical filmmaking (for example) away from heroic individuals
towards persons of more questionable community worthiness.12 J. Edgar
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(Eastwood 2011) is an excellent example of this, showing the life of the
powerful, closeted, and sometimes capricious long-term director of the FBI
and disclosing Hoover’s homoerotic relationship with colleague Clyde
Tolson. Dallas Buyers Club (Vallée 2013) tells the story of Ron Woodroof,
the charismatic Texan who apparently contracted HIV from a female IV
drug user and who fought to improve access for HIV patients to
pharmaceutical drugs. Both movies ask audiences to broaden their notion
of the historical gay past to include more dubious individuals. Pre-dating
both J. Edgar and Dallas Buyers Club by nearly 20 years, the experimental
New Queer Cinema biopic Swoon (Kalin 1992), about convicted child
killers Nathan Leopold and Richard Loeb, has been seen as a metaphor
for the anger felt by lesbians and especially gay men towards an indifferent
political climate during the heyday of the AIDS crisis. Overturning
conventional notions of celebrity, J. Edgar, Dallas Buyers Club, and
especially Swoon explore what Graeme Turner calls a ‘transgressive
notoriety’ that upturns the ‘pro-social, pro-individualist and pro-capitalist
discourses that construct the more conventional versions of celebrity’.13

In biopic studies, Dennis Bingham has recently drawn attention to a
new cinema form that he calls the ‘biopic of someone undeserving’, or
BOSUD. An interesting and complex contemporary category, the BOSUD
is an anti-Great Man biopic that defies the orthodox idea that biopics ‘must
be about people deemed important in high or middle culture’.14 BOSUDs
express an ambivalence to notions of the extraordinary and the heroic and
are frequently self-reflexive in their understanding of generic norms. While
some appear to display nostalgia for the classic version of the genre, more
typical is a sense of parody layered underneath such a stance. Included in
Bingham’s list of films fitting into this sub-genre are movies about people
working in low culture forms (Auto Focus [Schrader 2003], about Hogan’s
Heroes actor Bob Crane, and The People vs. Larry Flynt [Forman 1996],
about the creator of the American porn magazine Hustler) and people
whose fame derives from their shadowy or sycophantic association with
genuinely famous people, like The Assassination of Richard Nixon (Mueller
2004) (about Nixon’s would-be assassin).

Despite its obvious scholarly value and cultural relevance, BOSUDs in
Bingham’s calculation unfortunately appear to skew towards the male.
Of the list of 13 BOSUDs that Bingham mentions, the category largely
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comprises movies about non- or infamous men: just two centre on female
protagonists (I Shot Andy Warhol, about American radical feminist writer
Valerie Solanas and The Notorious Bettie Page, about the eponymous
American pin-up model). Oversight on Bingham’s part, or an accurate
assessment of a cultural form that hasn’t yet made the link between
undeserving women and entertainment? Regardless of the basis of the
dearth of female BOSUDs in Bingham’s calculations, there is evidence that
this may be changing.

Non-famous, ‘insignificant’ female characters overshadow their more
eminent male counterparts in Bright Star and Copying Beethoven, about
the respective relationships between John Keats and his real-life beloved,
and between Beethoven and a fictional female copyist. Crafted along the
lines of contemporary heterosexual femininity, both Fanny Brawne and
copyist Anna Holtz are depicted as practical, robust, steady characters in
contrast to their artistically gifted and charismatic but physically fragile
male companions; both women are presented as intellectual equals
with independent career ambitions and accomplishments, in line with
‘companionable’ heterosexual relations. Re-orienting the focus on to Holtz
and Brawne in these ways enables new access to the male-dominated
worlds of Romantic poetry and music respectively and appeals to female
audiences via the construction of a romantic ‘rescue’ subtext not available
in earlier biopics of Beethoven or Keats. Shifting focus on to marginal
characters further allows audiences to perceive the unseen components
necessary for hegemonic masculine fame. However, the respective movies’
new emphases on the professionally equally accomplished female
characters does little to challenge the social construction of fame in its
connection to professional exceptionalism. This task is approached by the
French biopic Augustine.

Oppositional Medicine: The Case of Augustine

About the prominent nineteenth-century French neurologist Jean-Martin
Charcot and his most photographed patient, Augustine emulates aspects
of Copying Beethoven and Bright Star by centring its story on the
lesser-known female patient rather than the famous male doctor and by
also including a heterosexual romantic subtext. However, unlike Holtz
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and Brawne, the patient in Augustine is not a middle-class professional
companion to the famous doctor but a medical aberration and working-
class maid. As I am about to show, this re-positioning opens new
possibilities beyond those offered via the chaste and somewhat
stereotypical relations depicted in Beethoven and Bright Star and strains
the category of the heroic, celebratory biopic in interesting, novel, and
sometimes uncomfortable ways.

Set in the late nineteenth century, Augustine is stark in its portrayal of
women’s victimisation at the hands of a powerful institution, in this
movie’s case, the nineteenth-century French medical establishment. Based
on the lives of real people, Augustine contains just enough facts to lend
credibility to the story and just enough fiction to engage contemporary
audiences.15 The film depicts with accuracy aspects of the medical debates
of the era, such as the scepticism surrounding hypnosis as a medical tool,
Charcot’s valuing of clinical observation and classification, his fruitless
search for physiological origins of neurological phenomena, and his
relative disinterest in patient’s autobiographical testimonies (which, 20
years later, became the cornerstone of Freud’s preoccupations). It also
accurately depicts factual matters from the doctor’s and patient’s respective
biographies. Similar to the movie Charcot, the real Charcot was a medical
reformer who wanted to protect his patients from the long arm of the
Church, and emphasised that his patients’ ailments were not the results of
moral failings. Like the movie Charcot, the real Charcot innovated with art
and photography in his approach to neurology, was married to a wealthy
heiress, and displayed a fondness for animals (including having a pet
monkey). As for the patient, Gleizes was admitted to the Salpêtrière
Hospital in 1875 because she was suffering from convulsive attacks and
paralysis on one side of her body.16 Gleizes was born to poor working
parents and, as shown in the movie, obtained work as a maid before
coming to the Salpêtrière. She remained at the Salpêtrière until 1880, when
she escaped, as the movie also shows, disguised as a man.17 Many of the
details about her life, including the medical procedures she underwent,
verbatim descriptions of her behaviour, images of her treatment, and poses
she was subjected to, are drawn from the second volume of the
Iconographie photographique de la Salpêtrière, the multi-volume record of
the hospital’s case histories.18
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In spite of the film’s attention to these details, Augustine is in other
ways disinterested in historical fidelity, condensing and abbreviating
aspects from the doctor’s and patient’s lives for the sake of narrative
economy and present-day appeal. For example, in contrast to what is
shown in the movie, Augustine did not leave the hospital directly after her
cure but stayed on and worked there for a full 16 months following the
attenuation of the symptoms.19 In opposition to the limited portrait
provided by the movie, Charcot’s medical influence was not limited to
hysteria but extended into Parkinson’s disease and multiple sclerosis; and
as far as hysteria is concerned, Charcot always maintained it could affect
men as well as women.20 In contrast to what the movie shows, the treating
doctor who was closest to Gleizes was not even Charcot himself but Désiré-
Magloire Bourneville, an ‘alienist’ (as psychiatrists were known
at the time), journalist, founder of the progressive medical journal
Le Progrès Médical, and principle author of the case studies that fill the
Iconographie.21 The downplaying of Bourneville’s role supports the film’s
fiction of a romance between Gleizes and Charcot, which component
received the most withering criticism from neurological/medical
communities.22 As one writer expressed it:

Why end this evocation with a bestial coupling between the
physician and his patient, an unlikely consummation that never
took place? . . . The cause [of neurology] defended would have been
better served by an original and truly inventive narrative, rather
than this misleading and poor reconstitution.23

In addition to these objections, and partly because of the over-narration to
which hysteria (as a literary and cinematic topic) has been subjected,
feminist critics also found aspects of the story unacceptable, namely the
distortions to Augustine’s life story, including the fact that Gleizes entered
the Salpêtrière as a child at the age of 14, rather than at 19 as the
movie shows. Even more unacceptable was the fact that Gleizes entered
the hospital as a victim of sexual assault by her mother’s lover,24 not, as
is depicted, as a reaction to animals in distress.25 Countering these
objections, Augustine makes a clear appeal to contemporary feminist
sensibilities by including several cutaways to contemporary women
speaking about mental illness. The women are attired in clothing from the
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nineteenth century but speak of present-day experiences with the mental
health establishment, making for a jarring and anachronistic combination
of formal elements reminiscent of the postmodern approach seen in
movies like Swoon, De-Lovely, Marie Antoinette, Infamous, and many
others, in which textual elements from the present day are inserted into
stories set in the past.26 What to say about such scenes? On the one hand,
they serve a commercial function to mark for present-day audiences the
political sympathies of the director on the ‘correct’ (i.e. feminist side) of
debates between the health establishment and women, and consequently
to gain the trust of contemporary audiences who otherwise could be
unconvinced about the movie’s more ambiguous feminist credentials
alluded to above. On the other, the scenes comprise an oppositional
Benjaminian device in their punctuating of the narrative via an extra-
diegetic, temporally anachronistic element. The cutaways comprise a
co-mapping of present and past time frames and a reminder of the political
relevance of this nineteenth century story for twenty-first-century
audiences, made even more pertinent in light of proposed changes to
American healthcare by the Trump administration.27

Like the cutaways, other scenes in the diegesis constellate the past for
feminists in the present day. These include scenes that depict Augustine
being subjected to a plethora of tests and eventually being found to have
what is announced to be ‘ovarian hysteria’. The medical processes that
include a naked, unspeaking, and immobilised Augustine being displayed,
spoken about, drawn on, pierced, poked, photographed, sketched,
suspended between chairs, and stabbed through with a needle are an
unwavering indictment of nineteenth-century neurology where women
were seen as victims of their own unruly bodies and poor women’s bodies
especially were sites inviting experimentation, discipline, and containment.
In showing the disease in this way, director Alice Winocour is consistent
with a large and long-established feminist literature on hysteria, which sees
it as an ‘illness of being a woman in an era that strictly limited female
roles’28 or a chaotic ‘wastepaper basket’ of symptoms29 but which has
nonetheless provided decades of opportunities for medical investigation,
detection, and decryption. Yet while women no longer ‘have’ hysteria, they
would appear to still suffer from a disproportionate range of syndromes,
disorders, and irregularities, from anorexia and bulimia to depression and
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anxiety, from osteoarthritis to stroke and urinary disease. As evidenced
by the cutaways to unnamed present-day mental patients who speak of
hysteria-like experiences, little would appear to have changed in the
current day in how medicine deals with women and with the female body.

In addition to establishing Augustine’s victimisation and relating it
back to the ongoing (contemporary) treatment of women in medicine, the
film eventually also confers on her a sense of power. Finally in the course of
the story, her case emerges paradoxically as the lynchpin for the strategy
to save the Salpêtrière from financial ruin. Early scenes emphasise the
challenge of maintaining, in a sustainable and humane way, the sprawling
society of nearly 5,000 women. Almost from the moment he meets her,
Charcot (played by 53-year-old veteran actor Vincent Lindon) realises the
value of his young and attractive patient (played by the 27-year-old pop
star Soko) and prepares to use her as a lure in a demonstration before
would-be benefactors. Through the technique of hypnosis, Augustine’s
attacks can be provoked, and indeed historical research describes her as
unusually easy to hypnotise. Though this procedure is subject to criticisms
(Augustine is referred to as Charcot’s ‘protégé’, not ‘patient’, and likened
on more than one occasion to actress Sarah Bernhardt), Charcot
understands the value of such a display in terms of sponsorship for the

Figure 2.1 The spectacle of hysteria. Augustine. Dharamsala, 2012. Dir. Alice
Winocour.
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failing hospital. He thus plans an event to showcase his now favourite
patient before the Academy and hopefully secure a funding stream.

Through these and other plot developments, the film makes explicit the
value of Augustine’s afflicted body, and indeed those of other women who
are trafficked amongst the hospital’s all-male medical team and between
the hospital and its coterie of wealthy male patrons, for the benefit of male
gain. In doing so the film aligns with ideas from Anglophone feminist
theorists such as Gayle Rubin about men’s control of women’s bodies,
and with continental theories linking the female body with horror and
abjection.30 Due partly to the eerie-sounding music track and the dark
cinematography throughout the movie, generically Augustine bears visual
and aural resemblance to horror, taking viewers through dark spaces of the
hospital populated by women performing all manner of ‘inappropriate’
behaviours: staring vacantly into space, winking lasciviously, or walking
catatonically with skirts hoisted up. Images such as these indicate the
ghastly nature of poor and working-class female sexuality, which contrasts
sharply with that of Clara, Charcot’s buttoned-up wife, and with the mostly
middle-class hysterics of psychoanalysis who will occupy Freud some
20 years later.31

The links between abject female sexuality, violence, and horror are
visible in a number of films of the contemporary French mini-movement
‘cinema du corps’ or ‘extreme cinema’. Female directors Claire Denis
(Trouble Every Day [2001]; Bastards [2013]), Virginie Despentes and
Coralie Trinh Thi (Baise-moi [2000]), and especially Catherine Breillat
have contributed to this movement, which is known for confronting
depictions of the female body, violent and extreme sexual situations, and
transgression. Emerging 12 years prior to Augustine, Catherine Breillat’s
Romance is a canonical early work from this mini-movement, which
depicts one woman’s search for sexual pleasure through ‘risky’ night time
experiments in bondage, submission, masochism, and public sex. As the
film which famously struggled to achieve classification in a number of
countries, including France, Romance has been wrongly classed as
pornography;32 the film is distinguished by its forthright depictions of oral
sex, anal sex, male and female genitalia, and inclusion of a strong female
voice-over, none of which feature in Augustine. However, both films share
an interest in the possibilities for the expression of female sexual
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subjectivity within constricting circumstances (including women’s erotic
agency within violent heterosexual relations), women’s estrangement from
and/or shame about their bodies, and a ‘de-eroticisation of the conventions
of sexual spectacle’.33

Like Romance, Augustine is strongly preoccupied with exploring what
women stand to gain from their own spectacularisation and what role
women’s self-construction as spectacle can play in breaking the gendered
circuits of bodily exchange. Augustine’s experience and understanding of
herself as spectacle changes with each attack: she enters the hospital as the
object of other people’s prurient looks (as in the scene of her first attack),
gains notice from the eminent neurologist with the next attack, and departs
the Salpêtrière following the final hysterical episode – an event of
performative self-construction of which she is the subject and author.
Throughout the movie, the hysterical attacks are highly eroticised events,
depicting Augustine falling to the floor each time, grabbing her crotch,
rubbing her breasts, tearing at her clothes, moaning and writhing. Each
attack is performed for the benefit of various onlookers (dinner party
guests, fellow doctors, and finally the powerful Academy members). In the
movie’s opening scene, for example, a male dinner party guest watches
Augustine serve food just before she falls to the floor. He is the sole guest to
take notice of her, and his face staring down at her while she lies on the
floor concludes the opening scene.34 Yet by the end of the film Augustine
constructs herself as willing and cunning performer who can turn the
spectacle on or off at will. Just before Charcot’s fundraising event, in which
Augustine is to star, takes place, Augustine suffers a violent fall down a
flight of stairs and her paralysis is instantly cured. When the fundraising
event commences shortly after, Augustine now possesses the power and
purpose to refuse to be hypnotised and to derail the funding. Instead, she
whispers to the stunned and speechless Charcot that she is ‘cured’, and
then falls to the floor in a fake attack. The attack is convincing, Charcot is
fêted, perhaps undeservedly, by the Academy, Augustine is carried out on a
stretcher, and money is secured. In contrast to the opening scene, in this
concluding attack scene Augustine’s look at Charcot concludes the
sequence.35 Shortly after this, Charcot and Augustine have sex upstairs and
Augustine absconds from the hospital dressed (as stated) in men’s
clothing.
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This depiction of Augustine’s final hysterical attack makes several
things clear. In its portrayal of Augustine’s falsifying a hysterical attack
that previously had been provoked via hypnosis by the male medical
team, the film retroactively casts doubt on the great doctor’s medical
abilities and valorises female power, capacity, and auto-therapy,
independent of paternalistic assistance and ‘concern’. Secondly, the
scene supports claims about the theatricality and artifice of hysteria,
women’s reciprocal contributions to the hysteria industry, and the idea
of the hospital as a ‘great image factory’.36 Thirdly, the scene offers an
idea of female economic power via the suggestion that women were not
mere passive bystanders but active contributors to the welfare of the
Salpêtrière. In doing so, the scene makes evident the enormous yet
normally undepicted value of the female body for medical research and
casts new doubt on the efficacy of historical medical methods. Augustine
overturns the rigid, gendered hierarchy between doctor and patient and
the construction of female powerlessness in health and sexuality.
Through re-purposing the spectacle of the female body, the film offers
multiple and contradictory feminist fantasies about reciprocated power,
the counter-circulation of women’s bodies, and escape from margin-
alisation and institutionalisation.

Figure 2.2 Self-spectacularisation: the final episode. Augustine. Dharamsala,
2012. Dir. Alice Winocour.
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No such fantasies are on offer in Monster, Patty Jenkins’ biopic about
AileenWuornos, who was convicted and ultimately executed in 2002 in the
state of Florida for the killing of six white men. As I shall go on to show,
the ethical issues raised by Monster are rich and complex and necessitate
new means of connection with contemporary feminist audiences.

Class and Voice: Ambiguity in Monster

Popular culture has long relied on the notion of serial killers as
entertainment, often times in films that appear incredibly violent.
In research on the ethics of spectating, violent images within movies such
asMan Bites Dog and Funny Games receive praise for what Michele Aaron
calls their ‘anti-moral’ and ‘contra-disavowal’ qualities that she claims get
us to think about how we are positioned as spectators and consumers of
violent media.37 According to Aaron,Man Bites Dog raises an awareness in
us of our own spectatorial complicity and encourages us to consider how
we are ‘accountable or not . . . to the contract of the spectacle’.38 While
Aaron does not discuss Monster (2003), the movie offers audiences a
similarly complex and challenging spectating experience in its graphic
depiction of escalating violence. Yet unlike the movies Aaron mentions,
Monster is based on the life of a lesbian sex worker and convicted criminal
whose story was still unfolding when writer/director Jenkins was beginning
to write her script. Its entertainment is partly fashioned from the materials
of the life of a real person, making for a confronting imbrication of
entertainment with violence and exploitation, including sexual exploita-
tion. Together these factors prompted a cluster of strategies to gain
audience confidence in the new director and to invite audiences to suspend
judgements of the subject. In this section of the chapter I will discuss how
the movie resists taking an exploitative stance and offers new forms of
engagement and empathy with its highly controversial main character.

Drawn from a script by Jenkins, Monster tells the story of the events
that took place between the time when Aileen Wuornos first met her long-
term female lover in the late 1980s and her court appearance and
conviction in January 1992. Huddled under a highway overpass, holding a
pistol and contemplating suicide, ‘Lee’ (as she is known in the movie) walks
into a bar and meets Selby (Christina Ricci), who is escaping demons of her
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own, in the form of a repressive ultra-Christian father who disapproves of
her lesbianism. In contrast to Theron’s Lee, hulking and prone to fly
off the handle, Ricci’s Selby is depicted as young, attractive, somewhat
manipulative, and, as subsequent scenes show, eager to mix in normative
lesbian society. The two women soon become lovers, and Lee promises to
support Selby through her work as a sex worker and to help Selby flee her
repressive surroundings. One night this plan is upended when Lee is
sexually brutalised and nearly killed by a client, whom she succeeds in
shooting and killing. Freaked out by the event, Lee announces to Selby her
decision to stop sex work, but this is not received as she would like it to be
by the increasingly dependent Selby, who wants her to continue the work
to keep the money coming in. After unsuccessful and humiliating attempts
at finding legal employment, Lee returns to the side of the highway, where
she encounters another sleazy customer, whom, with less provocation, she
shoots and kills and whose car she then takes. Thereafter, the murders
become increasingly motivated by money, which (in the movie’s logic) Lee
needs to satisfy Selby’s aspirational tastes. Increasingly distressed and
isolated by the activities she is carrying out, Lee finds her world shrinking
to the realms of work and flight from one hotel room to the next. Money is
an ongoing problem, and by the time a third man is murdered the
motivation is purely financial; a wallet photo that Lee finds after killing
the client shows him kneeling next to a wheelchair-bound woman, whom
audiences take to be the man’s wife. The fourth and final depicted victim
does not even seek sex but offers a shower and safe place for Lee to
sleep. With this construction of the final murder, audience sympathies for
the main protagonist dissolve once and for all.

While women who kill their children in a state of post-partum
depression, or who kill domestic partners at home in self-defence, are not,
as Lizzie Seal puts it, culturally unthinkable, the killings that Aileen
Wuornos committed are not easily recuperated via any of the common
exculpatory frames about women who kill; Wuornos’ acts thus place her in
a category that is beyond the scope of most academic research into women
and violence.39 Wuornos claimed that at least two of the killings
were committed while she was trying to defend herself against violent
aggressors she encountered while working on the Florida highways;
indeed, her first victim, Richard Mallory, was a violent and habitual sex
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offender.40 Without spending too much time on the facts of the case, it
bears pointing out that it is widely acknowledged that Wuornos received
poor advice from beginning to end from a public defence system that was
no longer working, that her claims of self-defence had legal relevance but
were so poorly managed they became inadmissible, and that the principal
witness for the State was her one-time lover, Tyria Moore, who testified
against her in exchange for a plea bargain. Because of these and other
biographical circumstances, it is not an understatement to say that strong
and sustained elements of exploitation shade nearly every aspect
of Wuornos’ life, from her childhood as the daughter of an abusive
paedophile step-father, to the sex work she became involved with as a
teenager, to the ill-treatment and violence she suffered at the hands of
clients via her many years in highway sex work, to the severe incompetence
she faced from her inept legal team. There is no doubt that taken together,
these facts make apparent a number of points that polite society would
prefer to forget, about the political economy of sex work and its attendant
hazards and the hypocrisy of a homophobic, gender-, and class-biased legal
system that has come to reward middle-class men for defending their
property and condemns poor queer women for defending their own bodies
(Florida was the first state to pass a stand-your-ground law, in 2005).
Feminist academics have tended to interpret Wuornos’ actions as last-
resort responses to the occupational hazards of the sex work industry, or as
Terri Ginsberg puts it, ‘nothing less than ordinary responses to
extraordinary conditions’.41

Because of cultural fascinations with women, violence, and sex, interest
in Wuornos’ story has been unrelenting and widespread. Wuornos’ life has
been over-narrated in both high- and low-brow forms and has been the
subject of at least three documentaries (Aileen Wuornos: The Selling of a
Serial Killer, Aileen: Life and Death of a Serial Killer, and Damsel of
Death),42 several TV movies,43 two books,44 a collection of letters,45 a page
on the website ‘bio’, and even an opera. Millions of dollars have been
made around her story, which theme has itself been taken up in one of the
documentaries about Wuornos, British filmmaker Nick Broomfield’s
The Selling of a Serial Killer. Taking a critical view of journalists who profit
from people in desperate circumstances, the documentary highlights the
avenues of profit for some who were involved in Wuornos’ life, including
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the lawyer who was initially assigned to her case, the 44-year-old born-
again Christian Arlene Pralle, who adopted the adult Wuornos, unnamed
tabloid journalists, and the police.46

By all account Jenkins’ approach to the subject does not appear to have
been motivated by financial gain. Interviews she gave at the time of the
movie’s release clarified that research leading up to the film was thorough
and that the final product was a movie of whichWuornos herself would have
been proud. Jenkins described the process by which she backed away from
initial plans for a sensationalist straight-to-video movie, due in no small part
to Jenkins’ attachment to the story that grew while she was corresponding
with Wuornos in prison.47 The meticulous scripting and research process,
which included the director’s canvassing of court documents, interview
footage, private correspondence with Wuornos, and thousands of letters
written byWuornos to her best friend Dawn Botkins, is well documented, as
is Wuornos’ decision to share her story and letters with Jenkins.48 While
there was considerable speculation in the press on how a ‘beautiful’ actress
such as Theron would ‘transform’ into Wuornos, Jenkins largely rejected
being drawn into such discussions.49 Resultantly Jenkins appears a fair and
dedicated filmmaker who worked hard to gain Wuornos’ trust and who was
well placed to make the film in spite of her support for the death penalty.50

Monster’s journey to success was relatively straightforward: the film
was quick to win praise for its relatively inexperienced director, high profile
awards for its female lead Charlize Theron, success at the box office, and
mostly positive commendations from the LGBTQ and feminist press.
Evidencing the general flavour of this commentary, Angelita Manzano
wrote in Off Our Backs that

this was not the story of a psychopath but a survivor, not a monster,
but woman struggling to be recognized as a human being, worthy of
love, respect, and dignity . . . Aileen’s murders do not seem evil; they
appear to be rational even moral decisions, when made in the
context of gross gender and class oppression.51

Bryan McCann largely concurred, saying that

the film asked its viewers to consider the kind of world that
produces an Aileen Wuornos . . . Monster invites audiences to
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sympathize with a woman for whom conventional wisdom says they
should feel no sympathy, and to regard her violence as something
other than anathema to the norms of civil (i.e. patriarchal,
heteronormative, and capitalist) society.52

I agree that the movie provides an important space for addressing issues of
class and privation and that it does this largely through an appeal to
LGBTQ audiences. Jenkins’modifications of the facts of the case have been
noted: Wuornos’ real-life lover Tyria Moore, who was more butch, heavy-
set, and out in real life, was transformed inMonster into the conventionally
attractive and closeted Ricci, on the run from a homophobic, Christian
family, and Lee’s character was scripted as a non-lesbian who rethinks
her identity only when she meets Ricci’s character, whereas in real life
Wuornos was already out when she met Moore.53 The choice of the
conventionally attractive Ricci to play Lee’s lover no doubt added physical
appeal to the couple; the addition of the Christian sub-plot, Selby’s stated
desire to be part of a lesbian community, expressed in bars and with a
group of friends one day at a county fair, and Lee’s deciding she ‘likes girls’
would also have played well to pro-queer sympathies. How the more
marginal Lee would be embraced by queer spectators appears, however, a
more complex question. On-screen, Lee is often depicted at a distance from
groups of women Selby wants to join; her membership within the queer
community is questioned overtly via comments from Selby’s aunt Donna,
who quips, ‘she’s not even gay’, and her identity as a ‘street person’ is noted
by both Donna and Lee’s Vietnam vet friend, Tom. The point has been
made that the exterior location of the real Wuornos’ crimes (i.e. outside the
domestic and conventionally ‘feminine’ sphere) led many to interpret the
crimes as especially terrifying.54 The film emphasises this locational aspect,
with frequent shots of Lee in a public space outdoors or on the edge of the
road, which contrast sharply with interior shots of Selby in a bar, motel
room, or her aunt’s home; the difference is evident in an early scene
showing the two women kissing, when Lee suggests they go to a nearby
yard, a suggestion Selby firmly rejects. For Lee, access to privately owned,
interior spaces is only ever fleeting (as in the various hotel rooms the
women inhabit) and the normative valuing of the domestic as a safe space
is out of reach. Often signalling freedom and escape in canonical road
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movies, cars represent extreme danger in Monster, as the location where
Lee is trapped when the first sexual assault takes place and where she is
subsequently required to perform oral sex on the police officer. Lee is most
‘at home’ near highway underpasses and on the edge of minor roads and
highways in spite of the obvious vulnerabilities and dangers, setting her far
apart from glamorous queer women criminals Catherine Tramell
(Basic Instinct) and Piper Chapman (Orange is the New Black).

The centrality of class to queer expression has been noted most
cogently by Lisa Henderson, who identifies the cross-permeation of both
class and sexuality in many pro-queer cultural articulations, from
the radical quasi-autobiographical writings of Dorothy Allison to award-
winning commercial American television shows such asModern Family to
independent films like Boys Don’t Cry.55 In contrast to those who equate
queer culture principally with middle-class expression, Henderson
recognises the powerful potential for queer iterations to communicate
themes of economic marginalisation and dispossession in vital new ways.
In Monster, shame and abjection find their basis in class, as depicted in
scenes showing Lee’s abuse by the police, her physical vulnerability walking
the streets, her unsuccessful attempts to find lawful employment, and in
her frequent misreading of social behaviour codes, as in a scene in a
restaurant where she stands up for Selby’s right to smoke. Like Heavenly
Creatures, Monster reserves the harshest punishment for the economically
disenfranchised protagonist, but vastly complicates the affective meaning
and potentialities of her class position; Lee appears both extraordinarily
vulnerable and exudes cocky arrogance and charisma. Lee’s boastfully
telling Selby that she could be president one day is a fine example of this,
born of a desire to impress her new love and evidencing, however
fleetingly, the potential for desiring queer butch bluster to displace the
cultural injuries resulting from working-class oppression.56 In this and
other scenes the scripting and performance of Lee’s character are
ultimately equivocal and productively short-circuit audiences’ ability to
make judgements about Wuornos.

The most powerful vehicle for ambiguity, however, is the film’s voice-
over.57 Crafted in large part from letters written by Wuornos to her
childhood friend Dawn Botkins, which letters Jenkins had access to,58 the
voice-over initially appears a steadying presence, guiding and anchoring
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audiences in and around tumultuous scenes that include a brutal rape by
one ‘john’ and an expression of paedophilia by another, sexual assault by a
police officer, and the killing of four clients, among others. But as the
movie moves along, the stability that is first apparent gives way to a
new kind of uncertainty born of the conflict between the voice-over
(describing the proceedings from one particular point of view) and image
(often showing them from a very different perspective). The result is a
destabilising and unsettling understanding of events that moves audiences
towards the uncomfortable position of the story’s main protagonist.

The voice-over brings two main story times into view: the space of the
future, from which the voice issues, which appears calm and insightful, and
the space of Aileen’s childhood past, both evoked via the voice-over’s
recounting. The future-located voice sounds measured and even upbeat at
times, while the childhood stories comprise moments of unfulfilled
longings and disappointments. The relatively subdued, moderate
emotional quality of those respective accounts contrasts sharply with the
diegetic present tense of the movie, where Aileen appears increasingly
angry and out of control. With one or two exceptions, the voice-over
appears as a salve to soothe events of extreme stress and/or violence,
becoming audible in the scene directly following Aileen’s killing of the
abusive john, and following the scene with the man who speaks the ‘Daddy’
fantasy. After each scene, the voice-over speaks of seemingly innocent past
moments, as when Aileen was told platitudes like ‘all you need is love and
to believe in yourself’ and when she rode a Ferris wheel. But where
normative childhood storying typically constructs such moments as
felicitous, in Monster platitudes and Ferris wheels are renewed
opportunities for abuse, carried out in secret. In both examples, the
positioning of the voice-over directly following events of present-tense
killing creates a third meaning for audiences, retroactively coding
‘harmless’ images from childhood as hazardous, unknowable, and violently
shame-inducing.

To my knowledge the matter of sound does not figure at all in the
philosophies of history of Walter Benjamin, whose brilliant conjectures
about messianic time and the past rely predominantly on visual metaphors:
constellations; flashing up images; the leap of a tiger. Benjamin’s
understanding of the visual arts, drama, philosophy, and literature
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traversed many continents and centuries, but music was not his field of
expertise and the subject scarcely appears in his published writings. Kaja
Silverman’s now canonical The Acoustic Mirror59 offers guidance in its
analyses of the qualities of voice-overs belonging to on-screen characters in
classical Hollywood crime films of the 1940s and 1950s. As opposed to
disembodied voice-overs, embodied voice-overs (such as Lee’s) signalled
vulnerability and desperation, often issuing from characters in dire
circumstances. Examples of voice-overs that Silverman names include that
of a dying man in Double Indemnity (1944), a man who has been
fatally poisoned in D.O.A. (1989), a man who is shot and killed during the
course of the film Laura (1945), and, most famously in Sunset
Boulevard (1950), a voice that belongs to a dead man. These voices,
according to Silverman, speak ‘less from the ,,heights,, than from the

,,depths,,’.60 Each of the voices Silverman names is affected by trauma and
speaks out of compulsion, ‘governed by the need to master an intolerable
past’.61

While the voice-over in Monster issues from much the same impulse,
mastery is never in reach. A prime example of this appears in the opening
frames of the movie, where home-movie montage imagery from Aileen’s
early childhood is accompanied by Aileen’s disembodied voice-over.
The voice-over says:

I always wanted to be in the movies. When I was little, I thought for
sure one day I could be a big, big star . . . Or maybe, just beautiful.
Beautiful and rich, like the women on TV. I had a lot of dreams.
I guess you could call me romantic, cause I truly believed that one
day they’d really come true.

As these words are spoken, audiences see glimpses from another reality,
including a shot of a hand roughly pulling a young child from the frame, a
bloated face of a middle-aged man staring straight into the camera as if
from a child’s perspective, and a teenage girl being offered money while
being pushed out of the door of a car. With this temporally and
thematically disconnected set of images and sounds, the movie offers two
contrasting realities: on the one hand the future-located voice-over tells a
fantasy of a time prior to an initial trauma; on the other, the glimpses
shown on the image track retroactively re-code that time as already beset
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by violence and exploitation and the voice-over as disastrously unreliable.
While Silverman was obviously working in the language of psychoanalysis,
we could say that in Benjaminian terms, the image from the memory – of
the child being assaulted and thrown from the car – blasts through from
the space of Aileen’s past to the space of her present, to bring into focus the
over-representation of poor and lesbian women on death row and the
reality of the negative effect being poor and lesbian continues to have on a
defendant’s fate.62

Through the voice-over, Monster links instances of Lee’s past with
present-day violence, told from the perspective of an impossible future, not
in order to explain or exculpate Lee’s actions but to destabilise audience
positioning and lend authenticity to the character. Because of the empathy
that early utterances create and because of how they thread through
later actions, audiences perceive Lee’s experiences and motivations
through a complex of emotions. Though the various killings create new
forms of distancing and disbelief, these feelings are tempered by the first
person telling of the story. The effect is a viewer who is themself
emotionally divided, caught in an uncomfortable, oscillating tumult of
apprehension and empathy, and ultimately unable to judge this complex
protagonist.

Figure 2.3 Lee: ,I had a lot of dreams,. Monster. Media 8 Entertainment, 2003.
Dir. Patty Jenkins.
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Affect and Ageing: The Iron Lady

Though it may seem a stretch to move the discussion from a film about
Aileen Wuornos to one about Margaret Thatcher, both The Iron Lady and
Monster share a focus on well-known, controversial, once-feared figures
whom audiences remember largely for their deleterious acts. In spite of the
vast social gulf distinguishing the two women, both Monster and The Iron
Lady create entertainment from rawmaterials that largely comprise negative
affect. In the United Kingdom, Thatcher inspires more loathing than almost
any other leader in recent history, especially from the left. A quick scan of
UK newspaper headlines at the time of her death reveals reactions of
jubilation and glee and the staging of ‘death parties’, rather than the sombre
responses usually associated with the death of a well-known public figure.63

Thus the choice to construct and market a story around the wildly
unpopular figure was acknowledged as contentious from the get-go. For
example, Adam Dawtry, writing in Variety just prior to the movie’s release,
declared The Iron Lady to be commercially unsaleable, as right-wing
audiences would avoid the apparently left-leaning, all-female team’s
construction of the subject in decline,64 and left-leaning audiences would
simply refuse to spend a full 90 minutes in the company of Thatcher,
regardless of who played her.65 When the movie was released, criticisms
continued. Susan Carruthers, for example, blasted the movie for distorting
various facts of Thatcher’s life to amplify the theme of the former Prime
Minister’s self-invention and for failing to comment on, or rather, condemn,
the devastating policies that she put in place.66 Reading the review, one gets
the opinion that Carruthers had a certain idea inmind of the ‘right’ Thatcher
movie, and The Iron Lady certainly was not it. Analysing the movie’s focus
on dementia, Sadie Wearing concurred, similarly taking issue with the
movie’s politics. While the movie claimed to offer the ‘perspective’ of a
person with dementia, Wearing felt it ultimately fell short of this and used
dementia as a ‘narrative ploy’ to legitimise a ‘subjective, one sided and
thereby politicised account of British politics’.67 In particular, Wearing
criticised the movie’s ending, which gives the appearance of ‘resolving’
Thatcher’s dementia by depicting her once-and-for-all decision to banish the
vision of her husband, whose hallucinatory presence had been a marker of
her illness, as inaccurate to the reality of dementia progression.
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There is no doubt that the movie is hugely uncritical of the devastating
policies for which Thatcher is held responsible, that included the
unprecedented sell-off of public assets and a so-called deflationary strategy
that has been credited with mass unemployment and the gutting of British
manufacturing. Some of the disastrous events Thatcher is held to account
for, including a crisis in social housing, invasion of the Falklands, and
a return to values largely regarded as Victorian, are either completely
ignored or barely touched on by the movie. But director Phyllida Lloyd
never claimed to shed new light on understandings of such events, but
rather to innovate in the portrait of old age: ‘there’s nothing controversial
about the bits of political plot that we were showing . . . if we were trying to
change people’s opinions it was more . . . to have empathy for old people
rather than to vote for David Cameron’.68 Though I agree with Wearing’s
point noted above about the movie’s ending, I think the rush to condemn
the movie for what it does not show overlooks the movie’s deep
innovations in the area identified by Lloyd and rarely seen on-screen:
women ageing.

The Iron Lady opens on a scene of an aged and declining Thatcher
returning to the home where she has been locked in, initiating a
conversation with a hallucination of her late husband, Denis, and being
whispered about by her minders, who include medical staff, family
members, and the police guard standing watch outside. More than a study
of what Carruthers describes as a befuddled pensioner, opening scenes
mark old age as a ‘problem’ requiring management by family and various
medical minders. A flashback places audiences in the World War II-era
setting of Thatcher’s young adulthood, revealing her political origins as a
child of small business owners and gradual rise through the ranks of the
Conservative Party. From this point onwards, the film shuttles back
and forth between past and present in an attempt to signal the lack of
clear distinction between time frames for people with dementia and how
seemingly insignificant present-tense events may activate lengthy and vivid
recollections for people with declining faculties.

As a study in dementia, the film foregrounds that Thatcher’s flashbacks
are triggered by events of a sensorial, bodily nature – an itching at the back
of the leg, hearing a sound in the distance, or a single word or phrase taken
out of context. A transition from present tense to flashback, depicted near
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the movie’s beginning, indicates this: the aged Thatcher walking down the
hallway comments to her daughter Carol her preference for ‘the company
of men’; Thatcher approaches a door and opens it to reveal a room full of
people. Choppy cuts show disorienting close-ups on Thatcher’s gloved
hand opening the door and Thatcher’s foot, wearing conservative black
pumps, while the younger version of Thatcher, ‘Miss Roberts’, walks
through the door. The disorienting editing, dialling down of Carol’s voice,
sound bridge of male voices laughing, and close-up on the foot, raised to
scratch the other leg, reveal the ageing Thatcher’s tenuous perspective;
the amplified scratching noise also ascribes an experience of physical
discomfort to the young Miss Roberts possibly at odds with the ageing
Thatcher’s optimistic present-day recollections, in the conversation with
daughter Carol, of her preference for being the ‘only woman in any room’.

In the close focus on the bodily experience of its main subject in this
scene and elsewhere, the film would appear to be in keeping with movies
that emphasise the sensorial in depicted events and aim to transmit such
sensory experiences to viewers. The interest in the sensorial in movies finds
its origin in Vivienne Sobchack’s writing on The Piano, underpins Laura
Marks’ research on the haptic in experimental films and videos, and most
recently materialises in Alison Landsberg’s recent writing on historio-
graphic media.69 In Engaging the Past, Landsberg notes that experiences
with and of the past, as offered by historical movies or television
programmes, are frequently immersive in what they offer to audiences.
Audiences no longer want only to see the past but undergo an all-round
multi-sensory experience of the past that includes the sensations of touch
and sound as well as a visual apprehension of events. In Landsberg’s
assessment, such an approach to the past can lead to a more ethical viewing
stance, including the creation of empathy in audiences.

To build her theory of affective engagement Landsberg draws on
Walter Benjamin’s writings on photography and film and his assessments
of the revolutionary potential of the (then) new media to augment human
perception and reveal that which typically remains invisible.70 For
Benjamin, the revolutionary, revelatory potential of the new technologies is
both literal, in the way that a close-up can show aspects of a scene that
aren’t visible in long shots, and socio-cultural, in the way that Soviet films
of the 1920s may reveal oppressive class relations. Benjamin’s familiarity
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with film was famously wide-ranging, encompassing French and Soviet
experimental works as well as Charlie Chaplin movies. As Landsberg
reminds us, Benjamin was especially intrigued by the potential of
cinematic montage to join new physical spaces and to ‘shock’ audiences
into new understandings of social relations. Although images offered in
The Iron Lady cannot be called ‘shocking’, the frequent and disorienting
close-ups, often captured via hand-held camera, on Thatcher’s actual
body parts replicate for audiences the bodily experiences mentioned by
Landsberg. Ironically, Thatcher’s own decline into dementia is depicted as
a struggle against ‘feelings’, as when she responds aggressively to the
doctor’s question about how she is feeling:

What am I bound to be feeling? People don’t think any more.
They feel . . . One of the great problems of our age is that we are
governed by people who care more about feelings than they do
about thoughts . . . I think I am fine.

Thatcher’s notoriously hard-edged and uncaring characteristics are here
deployed to draw attention to the severity of her demise, in a scene
otherwise replete with denial that anything is wrong.

Shifting experiences of denial and acknowledgement and denial of the
condition of dementia, which are felt by friends, family members, and the
afflicted person themselves, are core themes in The Iron Lady. In addition
to the scene in the doctor’s office just mentioned, a further example of this
theme is found in a scene featuring the ageing Thatcher and adult daughter
Carol, who attempts to ‘remind’ her mother of the current state of affairs
(‘Mark lives in South Africa, you’re not Prime Minister any more, and dad,
well, dad is dead’). After Carol’s statement, Thatcher holds a look for what
feels like a very long time before parrying the conversation into a
completely different direction: ‘you look exhausted darling’. In this clear
deflection of her very capable daughter’s compassionate attempt to align
the ageing woman’s self-understanding with real events, Thatcher
sidesteps the issue of her own decline but momentarily regains ground
by asserting her motherly dominance; at this time, Carol looks away and
wipes her eyes, hiding her grief in an attempt to perpetuate the fiction of
her mother’s capacity. Moments like this, that I don’t believe are often
depicted in commercial cinema, may account for the positive reception the
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film received from some dementia professionals, such as Desmond O’Neil,
who called it ‘one of the most sympathetic and insightful treatments of
dementia ever committed to celluloid’.71 They may also explain why some
media studies academics likewise responded positively to the movie, in
spite of an acknowledged predisposition not to like the principle subject.
Brian McFarlane, for example, called it a ‘moving study in old age, which is
not a theme that is often explored in film’.72

Often in vivid detail, the film depicts the widespread social discomfort
with the fluctuating patterns of lucidity experienced and exhibited by those
entering into dementia. In a suspenseful moment, at a dinner party
the ageing Thatcher is called on to comment on events of the day (the hotel
bombing in Islamabad). The Iron Lady audiences, who have been sharing
Thatcher’s perspective in a flashback, are aware both that she is not
following the dinner party conversation and of the intense pressure on her,
as a former Head of State, to muster a comment. Her airy but well-received
response to the question of how she, as Prime Minister, would have dealt
with the recent bombings is an indication both of the social denial of her
declining health but also of what little is required to pass for right-wing
wisdom: ‘we have always lived alongside evil, but it has never been so
patient, so avid for carnage, so eager to carry innocence along with it . . .
Western civilization must root out this evil wherever it hides’. Where
Carruthers understands the film to be ‘indifferent to ideology’,73 I read the
diegetic (dinner party guests’) positive reception of this vacuous yet

Figure 2.4 Depicting decline. The Iron Lady. Pathé and Film Four, 2011. Dir.
Phyllida Lloyd.
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characteristically baroque response as a subtle acknowledgement of the
rhetorical bombast characterising right-wing discourse, where detailed
grasp of current events does not appear to be necessary. Moments such as
this allow empathy for the complex experience of ageing and dementia and
also demonstrate what I see as a far from clear-cut endorsement of right-
wing politics.

***

In this chapter’s discussion of the movies Augustine,Monster, and The Iron
Lady, I have identified features of female BOSUDs and explored the
varying ways audiences have connected with three unlikely counter-
heroes. The chapter has delineated how female directors have innovated
and made relevant seemingly unsuitable stories for feminist audiences.
Forms of engagement that the chapter has identified include the
anachronistic connecting of present and past psychiatric patients and
methods in Augustine, the ambiguous clashing and combining of temporal
registers inMonster, and the jarring and disorienting physicality on offer in
The Iron Lady. In part by means of these components, Augustine,Monster,
and The Iron Lady rise above the merely ‘sensational’ or ‘conservative’
vehicles that they might have developed into and become important
oppositional texts on the respective subjects of medicine, criminal justice,
and ageing as they especially relate to women. While the stories are set
‘in the past’ and/or ‘somewhere else’, I would argue that all three films
engage contemporary audiences on a visceral and affecting level and
demand audiences to create links between the stories and present-day
circumstances.
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